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Glimpses of a Higher World When a mage Awakens, she touches one of the five legendary
Watchtowers. The Atlantean kings erected these mystical spires in ages past to call out to
slumbering souls, beckoning them to claim their birthright: the power of magic. A Guide to Paths
for Mage: The Awakeningâ„¢ â€¢ Details on the histories, practices and societies of the five Paths
â€¢ Charts of the many symbolic correspondences between the Supernal Realms and real-world
occult systems â€¢ Sample Path characters and new Legacies Tome of the Watchtowers: A
Guide to Paths is a 160 page hardcover chronicle book for Mage: The Awakening.
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The purpose of this book is to expand on the descriptions of the Paths in the Mage: the Awakening
rulebook. It gives their histories, expands their character concepts and oblations, and generally
explains their outlook on life, their Supernal Realms, and other Mages. The history sections look at
the real world and what areas would have been appropriate for the influence of a particular Path, or
would have been a real setback for that Path. They are sometimes quite imaginative in how they fit
things in, and make use of some intriguing real world examples, such as King Solomon's reputation
for binding demons. The Acanthus and Mastigos chapters were the best for me. They really give
one a deep feeling for what it can be like to be a Mage on one of these Paths, and they gave a lot of
options and ideas for Mages that might depart quite a lot from the standard images of these Paths.
The Moros and Obrimos are good and quite useful but not inspiring. In the Moros chapter, they were

described as spending a lot of time thinking about how events shape the sympathy between the
material world and Stygia, which did not make that much sense and really differentiated them from
the other Paths. That said, it did describe how and why Moros Mages want to return to Stygia,
whereas Mastigos for instance never want to return to Pandemonium and are extremely wary of its
inhabitants. In the Obrimos section, there just wasn't enough information to see how an atheist, or
even anyone not obsessively devout, would Awaken on that Path, or how they would follow it. That
is somewhat surprising, as at one point it says that even the devout actually have their faith
somewhat shaken by Awakening on this Path.
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